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Usi119 durable inflatable liners, GSl's FlexWave technology
automates the process of grain bin cleanoul, elimlnatlng the
need for farmers to enter their grain bins.
grain. The liner system automatically shuts off when the
process has been completed. Once the bin is empty, the
liners fully retract restoring the bin to full capacity - all without
any manpower required.
"FlexWave technology results in 99% cleanout and
eliminates the risk of entrapment from falling grain or auger
entanglement since it is truly a zero-entry bin unload
method," said Trame. He noted the technology is also more
reliable thon conventional methods, since there are no
exposed mechanical components. Another advantage is
that perforated bin floors are eliminated, increasing
capacity.
Each inflatable liner con unload more thon l 00 short t of
grain using less thon one psi of air pressure. The liners are

constructed of durable, commercial-grade material
designed to last over 30 years under normal conditions. ln
addition, they con be easily repaired in case of accidentai
puncture with a simple glue patch because of the system's
low-pressure operation, which is gentler on grain thon
traditional options, protecting grain quality and profits.
FlexWave technology also offers benefits for grain happer
tank applications. Traditional grain happer tanks are emptied
by gravity through a cane at the bottom. With FlexWave, a
fiat bottom storage tank con be used instead, which not only
increases capacity but also eliminates the need to install
legs since it con sit on the ground.
"FlexWave technology is another unload option added to
GSl's complete product portfolio and con be used with any
standard current unload system," Trame added. "This
technology is exclusive to GSI for grain storage and
represents an exciting advancement that supports our
commitment to continuous innovation."
Field trials are ongoing to ensure that proper aeration is
maintained to provide long-term, safe storage. lt is
anticipated the first product equipped with FlexWave
technology will be available in 2018. The cost has not yet
been determined.
"We see a lot of potential for future applications with
FlexWave, since any equipment that relies on a happer cane
for gravity-flow cleanout con benefit from this technology,"
Trame concluded.
ln addition to commercial grain operations, the GSI Quiet
Dyer, heat relcaimer and FlexWave technology offer similor
benefits for individual farming operations. DB

Guillaume Coupez, Standard Industrie International, France,
outlines cleaning solutions for reducing dust and improving
safety in tanks, silos and hoppers at cernent facilities.
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he cernent lndustry hos often been considered an
envircnmentally unfôendly lndustry renowned for tts
pollulfon; lhdeed, cernent pldnts consistently emit dust
lnf01he atmosphere. Modem antl-pollution contrai
standards have however been institutionalised and the industry
is requlred to implement these standardised emission protocols.
These measures are enlisted in the ISO 14 000 protocols relating
to environrnental management.
The objective of these environmental protection protocols
and standards go beyond the packing and shipping areas. This
is where the partnership between Standard Industrie
International and LafargeHolcirn cornes in: to develop
innovative cleaning solutions for tankers before they get on the
road.
standard Industrie offers a range of solutions that enable the
cleaning of tankers from the top by suction and vacuum
process. The PADl 350ETHF (Figure l) elirninates any excess
material and is equipped with a l O m long flexible hose. This 11
kW high fitlration equipment has a capacity of 450 litres. The
power and tank capacity is able to clean several tankers per
day (Figure 2). The PADl 350ETHF is the solution for trucks that

pollute the almosphere; it replaces the method of cleaning
with water and disposes of polluted liquids. tt is an economic
and ecological solution that is simple to install and easy to use.
Already popular in the cernent industry with its AIRCHOC®
wireless air canon (Figure 3) and its LIFTUBE® (Figure 5),
Standard Industrie offers cleaning and purnping solutions
covering standard operational needs as well as repairs and
preventive maintenance solutions. ln the cernent industry,
suppliers have to supply an extensive variety of products to
meet its needs. The company's diesel, electric as well as
pneumatic driven vacuum cleaners include capacittes that
range from 80 litres to 12 m3 .
The following are a few 1ypical operations canied out in
cernent plants along with the generally recommended
solutions.

Bucket elevator clean-up

An incident on a bucket elevator con occur and slbsequently
create flooding at the base of the lift. ln 1his sllualion, it 1s
imperative to quickly react to ffîe flooding so the maintenance
team con move in for repairs. Standard Industrie offers powerful,
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Sometimes an intervention is needed on silo and hcpper
drainage systems due to a malfunction wrthin these systems,
caused by drainage wrth electrostatic fi�ers, oil mills, poor quality
products, or a jammed silo or happer.
Modern cernent plants are equipped with automatic
palletisers with devices such as limit switch contacts, cells, and
sensors. These devices must be cleaned on a regular basis,
thus there is a need for a mobile or permanently bolted
machine. Sometimes, during operation, an accident con
occur due to a malfunction of the system, causing a bag - or
even a full pallet of bags - to fall. Standard Industrie may
recommend the use of the GAD50 on silos and hoppers as
the ideal solution for the clean-up.

1\

General cleaning

Figure 1 . View of vacuuming installation for trailer cleaning.

Figure 2. Vacuum cleaning of trailers.

Given the extensive processing stages in a cernent plant,
general cleaning is required for floors, framing, machines, etc.
ln this scenario, the GAD or mobile UMA, which operate at
50 - 150 hp, are recommended.
Sorne cernent plants use charcool as a source of energy for
the aven. A plant using cool base grinder and additional
machinery requires cleaning interventions wrth hardware
protected and safely removed from the building. The GAD is a
flexible high-performance solution.
There should also be a plan to have fire prevention
equipment or ATEX machine (explosive atmosphere) at the
plant.
Sometimes storage silos need to be emptied as cernent
build-ups con occur and prevent the flow of material. Standard
lndustrie's equipment is essential to break any obstruction by
residues vacuumed inward or outward of a silo into another
storage silo.

Considering dust and safety

Figure 3. AIRCHOC® wireless on cernent silo.
medium or open top suction trucks, wrth great storage
capacities that are ideal for helping clean up such accidents.

Silos

The fluidisation canvases of a silo after some time wear out,
puncture and therefore must be replaced. ln order to perform
such replacement, residual materials must be removed by
suction around the air circulation box located under the
canvas, which, filled with material, is punctured. The company
offers a fast and mobile solution with its medium-high vacuum
suction trucks, MOBNET and VALNET, which are two flexible and
economical trucks that con be driven by anyone with a light
vehicle driving licence.

I •
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Dust discharge - even at the originating site - is increasingly
becoming prohibited. Special organisations require plants to
recycle their waste or to incinerate it in suitable plants (for
example, animal meal is incinerated in cernent). Therefore, it
is important to discharge materials in big bags and also to be
able to suppress them pneumatically. The company's UMA
and CAM machines con take care of this issue; they are
equipped wrth devices (explosion dises, anti-static
compcnents, grounding) that limit the risk of explosion.
Depending on the site and the type of build-up material,
particles removed con either be reclaimed in the storage silo
or missile silo (also referred to as 'purge'), in the supply duct of
the kiln or in a bucket elevator.
ln a cernent plant, the cool mill prepares the cool to be
burnt in the kiln to make the clinker. This cool is crushed and then
transported by conveyor be�s.
The main goal of this application is the vacuuming of
explosive products and the overflow along the conveyors.
The UMA3000DMX is a vacuum machine on a big trailer that
con be moved wherever in the plant. lt is coupled to a fixed
network in the cool mill building, which stands on four floors.
Not only is cleaning in this area necessary for environmental
reasons but also to avoid the risk of auto-combustion.
The UMA3000DMX (Figure 4), equipped wrth explosion vents,
offers the oppcrtunfy to vacuum explosives, and is also used,

Sometimes an intervention is needed on silo and hopper
drainage systems due to a malfunction within these systems,
caused by drainage with electrostatic filters, oil mills, poor qualtty
products, or a jammed silo or hopper.
Modern cernent plants are equipped with automatic
palletisers with devices such as llmlt switch contacts, cells, and
sensors. These devices must be cleaned on a regular basis,
thus there is a need for a mobile or permanently bolted
machine. Sometimes, during operation, an accident con
occur due to a malfunction of the system, causing a bag - or
even a full pallet of bags - to fall. Standard Industrie may
recommend the use of the GAD50 on silos and hoppers as
the ideal solution for the clean-up.

General cleaning

Figure l. View of vacuuming installation for trailer cleaning.
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Figure 2. Vacuum cleaning of trailers.

Given the extensive processing stages in a cernent plant
general cleaning is required for.floors, framing, machines, etc.
ln this scenario, the GAD or mobile UMA which operate at
50 - 150 hp, are recommended.
Sorne cernent plants use charcoal as a source of energy for
the oven. A plant using cool base grinder and additional
machinery requires cleaning interventions with hardware
protected and safely removed from the building. The GAD is a
flexible high-performance solution.
There should also be a plan to have fire prevention
equipment or ATEX machine [explosive atmosphere) at the
plant.
Sometimes storage silos need to be emptied as cernent
build-ups con occur and prevent the flow of material. Standard
lndustrie's equipment is essential to break any obstruction by
residues vacuumed inward or outward of a silo into another
storage silo.

Considering dust and safety

Figure 3. AIRCHOC ® wireless on cernent silo.
medium or open top suction trucks, with great storage
capacities that are ideal for helping clean up such accidents.

Silos

The fluidisation canvases of a silo after some time wear out
puncture and therefore must be replaced. ln order to perform
such replacement, residual materials must be removed by
suction around the air circulation box located under the
canvas, which, filled with material, is punctured. The company
offers a fast and mobile solution with its medium-high vacuum
suction trucks, MOBNET and VALNET, which are two flexible and
economical trucks that con be driven by anyone with a light
vehicle driving licence.
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Dust discharge - even at the originating site - is increasingly
becoming prohibited. Special organisations require plants to
recycle their waste or to incinerate it in suitable plants [for
example, animal meal is incinerated in cernent). Therefore, it
is important ta discharge materials in big bags and also to be
able to suppress them pneumatically. The company's UMA
and CAM machines con take care of this issue; they are
equipped with devices [explosion dises, anti-static
components, grounding) that limit the risk of explosion.
Depending on the site and the type of build-up material,
particles removed con either be reclaimed in the storage silo
or missile silo [also referred to as 'purge'), in the supply duct of
the kiln or in a bucket elevator.
ln a cernent plant the cool mill prepares the cool ta be
burnt in the kiln ta make the clinker. This cool is crushed and then
transported by conveyor belts.
The main goal of this application is the vacuuming of
explosive products and the overflow along the conveyors.
The UMA3000DMX is a vacuum machine on a big trailer that
con be moved wherever in the plant. lt is coupled to a fixed
network in the cool mill building, which stands on four floors.
Not only is cleaning in this area necessary for environmental
reasons but also to avoid the risk of auto-combustion.
The UMA3000DMX [Figure 4), equipped with explosion vents,
offers the opportunity to vacuum explosives, and is also used,

once the cleaning is finished, for cleaning the cooler area and
the overflow along the conveyors.
The choice of this solution was made for two main
reasons:
•

A huge collection capacity [4 m3 ) without the
disadvantages of a truck requiring an experienced driver.
• Daily use due to a plant's cleaning needs, and also a
l 00% full compliance with the safety policy of the staff.
Another solution is the LIFTUBE ® [Figure 5), which decre
ases
risks of mistracking, reduces noise, has pinch point protec
tion,
limits material spillages, and consequently, reduces downt
ime
and operating losses. Moreover productivity and safety are
optimised between loading and unloading sectors with the
help of this equipment.
The installation of self-extinguishing and high temperature
resistant LIFTUBE has benefitted one Europe-based plant
producing manganese. Before this, the manufacture of
this
abrasive and dense product meant the plant faced daily
issues with their belts, thus making maintenance harde
r and
increasing cleaning operations. The material losses due
to
leakages present in the foot pulley caused many stops.
Access to this area had become difficult increasing the
operators' risk of danger.
Standard Industrie has been able to adapt to the
characteristics of manganese dust and, since the installa
tion
of the LIFTUBE in 2016, problems of dust removal have been
eliminated, and the system is now perfectly sealed so
additional cleaning is unnecessary. Moreover, due to the
sealing, noise has been reduced by approximately 15 20%
thus offering a more comfortable working environment
for the
operators. DB

Figure 4. UMA3000DMX before tank emptying.

Figure 5. LIFTUBE® installation avoiding dust emissions.

